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Introduction. It is common knowledge that all but a handful of finite dimen-

sional simple Lie rings stem from two sources (at least if the characteristic is 0):

they occur as the derived rings of either simple associative rings or of the set of

skew elements of simple associative rings with involution [6, Chapter X]. Jacobson

has discussed the isomorphisms between such Lie rings in the finite dimensional

case ([4], see also Theorem 3 below). In this paper we discuss isomorphisms be-

tween simple Lie rings arising from the above two sources in one unified theory

and obtain an infinite dimensional analog of Jacobson's results (subject to a finite-

ness condition).

The finite dimensional analogs to our results may be found in [4]. W. S. Martin-

dale has extended results of L. K. Hua on matrix rings over a division ring to prove

part (ii) of the last corollary to Theorem 4 when 9t and S3 are primitive rings, 91

has characteristic +2, 3, and contains three orthogonal idempotents whose sum is

the identity [8].

The first two sections are devoted to a discussion of simple involutorial algebras.

In §3 we rephrase Jacobson's classical results in terms of simple involutorial

algebras. A characterization of algebraic elements which is invariant under Lie

isomorphism is given in §4. In §5 a restricted case of the main theorem is proved

for particular isomorphisms of particular matrix rings. Finally, the main theorem

and its corollaries are proved in §6.

Conventions. Throughout this paper we assume that the characteristic is not

2 and that all associative rings and algebras have an identity element.

1. Simple involutorial algebras. We shall employ the customary notation and

definitions in dealing with involutorial algebras (i.e., algebras with involution). In

particular, the definition of an involutorial algebra (91, J), and the corresponding

notions of ideal, subalgebra, homomorphism, center, and simple involutorial

algebra are all discussed in [5]. By an involutorial ring (91, J) we shall mean an

involutorial algebra over the integers.

Simple involutorial rings may be characterized quite nicely. The proof of the

following lemma is straightforward.
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Lemma 1. (91, J) is a simple involutorial ring iff either

(i) 21 itself is a simple ring with involution J, or

(ii) 21 is the direct sum of two ideals which are simple as rings, and J is an anti-

isomorphism between the ideals.

Note that (ii) is equivalent to the following characterization: 21 is the set of

ordered pairs (bx, b2) where the bi are from a simple ring 33, addition is component-

wise, multiplication satisfies (bx, b2)(b3, bi) = (bxb3, btb2), and (bx, b2)J = (b2, bx).

We shall let ©(21, J) denote the Lie ring of /-skew elements of (21, /). Thus,

©(21,/) = {a g 21 | a}=-a}. Similarly, §(31,7) will stand for the Jordan ring of

/-symmetric elements of (21, J). We assume that the mapping a -> 2a is onto so

that we have the standard 91 = @(2I, J) © ©(21, J).

If (21, J) is a simple involutorial ring and 21 is a simple ring then we shall distin-

guish between involutions of the first kind (which are the identity on the center of

2t) and involutions of the second kind (which are not). Since 21 is simple, its center i>

will be a field, and if/is of the second kind then one can easily show that ® = F(A),

where £=©($, /) is the center of (21, /) and A g ©(4>, /).

If (21, /) is a simple involutorial ring and 2Í is not simple, then by Lemma 1

21 = 36 © %J, where 3£ is an ideal which is simple as a ring. In this case S(2Í, /)

= {x—x1 | x e 36} and the mapping x -xJ -> x is easily seen to be a Lie isomorphism

between ©(21,/) and £L(=% considered as a Lie ring). Consequently, if we let

8' denote the derived ring of S (=Lie ring generated by all commutators in £),

we have ©(21, /)'s 3£' under the mapping x—x1 -*■ x, x e •£'. It is because of this

mapping that we are able to obtain all the usual nonexceptional simple Lie rings in

the form ©(21, /)', with (21, /) a simple involutorial ring.

I. N. Herstein has developed some very useful information on the Lie ideal

structure of a simple ring 21 and similar results have been obtained by W. E.

Baxter for Lie rings ©(2Í, /), 2t simple (these are all discussed in reference [3]).

The following theorem, except for one necessary adjustment, is a mere restatement

of the results of Herstein and Baxter in the context of involutorial rings.

Theorem 1. Let (21, /) be a simple involutorial ring and suppose that if$L is simple

then it is more than 16 dimensional over its center, while if it is not simple then it is not

commutative. Let 3 denote the center ofä.

(i) For any Lie ideal S of ©(21, /) either S 2 ©(21, /)' or £ S ©(3, /).

(ii) ®(2l, /)'/(©(2l, /)' n 3) is a simple Lie ring.

(iii) ©(21, /)'*, the subring of 21 generated by ©(21, /)', is 21 itself. (If 21 is not

simple, we must also assume here that the dimension o/(2I, /) over its center is greater

than 8.)

Proof. If 21 is simple then (i), (ii), and (iii) are Theorems 2, 4, and 3 of [3]. If

21 = 3: © X7 is not simple then (i) and (ii) are [3, Theorem 9] and [1, Theorem 7].

We show finally that if 21 = 36 © £J, S simple, then ©(21, /)'* §; 2Í can occur only

if the dimension of 3£ over its center is S 8. Let S3 = ©(21, /)'* and let 7Ti be the
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projection of 93 into X given for b = x+yJ e93, x, y e X, by ttx: b -> x; similarly,

let 772 : b -*■ yJ be the projection of 93 into X'. Now Herstein has shown that 3c'* = X

provided 3c is not a field [3, Theorem 3] so that the ■ni are onto. If one of the pro-

jections, say 7T2, is not 1-1 then there is a b = x+y1 e93 for which b-n2 = 0, so that

b = x e X. Then 93^93x93 2 ScxSt^ 3c since 3c is simple; since ©(91, /)' is invariant

under J, so is 93. Hence 93 ̂  X1 also. Thus, 93 2 X + X' = 9f if either projection is not

1-1. If both are 1-1 then wr^: X^-XJ is an isomorphism, and xirx1TT2=yJ,

where x+y1 e93; y1 is unique since 7>-2 is 1-1. Since (x+yJ)J=y + xJ 693 we must

have yrrx1Tr2=x}. Hence, if K=ttx1tt2J then K: X -> X is an anti-automorphism.

Since xK=y if jF=x, K is an involution on 3£. Furthermore, if xe X' then

x-xJ e <3(9I, F/S93 so that xK= -xifxeX', i.e., 3c" £ B(X, K). If <D is the center

of X and £2 its algebraic closure, we may easily extend K to an involution of

Xn = X <g)« Q by defining (2 x¡ (g) ̂0^ = 2 ** <8> <"¡, x¿ e 36, co( g Q. If [3cn : Í2]

= «2<oo then 3cn = Qn is a matrix ring. Now if {ei}) are matrix units then e^ e X'a

for /#/, Hence e* = -ei;. Hence e^ = (e0e,¡)ír = ejteiy=e« if 'W- In order for F to

be 1-1 we must therefore have «¿2 so that the dimension of 91 = X © X1 is ^8.

If X is infinite dimensional we use a different argument. Baxter has shown

that if the dimension of 3£ over its center is more than 16, then X' = <S(X, K)'

© MX, K), @(3c\ K)] and also that <S(X, K)' = &(X, K)' [I, Lemma 10]. Hence if

3c"ç©(3c, K)' we must have [£, S]=0 so that 0 = [£>, ©*] = [£>, X] by (iii) for X

simple. Thus, §(3c, K) is contained in the center of X. But [§, £>] = [©, ©] so that

®(3£, F)'=0. But this cannot hold unless the dimension of X over its center is

g 16 by [1, Lemma 3].

The next theorem shows another way in which simple involutorial algebras

behave like simple algebras. We shall be particularly interested in the corollary

which describes the Lie subalgebra <S(9i0, J) in a form invariant under Lie

isomorphism.

Theorem 2. Let (9I0, J) be a finite dimensional central simple involutorial sub-

algebra of the involutorial algebra (91, J) and suppose that the center 2 o/9I is the same

as the center o/"9I0. If %$=&%('& 0) denotes the centralizer q/"9I0 in 91 then

(i) 9I = 9I0 (2)3 93,

(ii) <£«(») = «„,
(iii) 93 is invariant under J and //(9t, J) is simple then so is (93, J).

Proof, (i) If 9I0 is simple then the theorem is well known so we assume that

9l0 = ^o © 3£o, where X0 is simple. If e is the identity of 3c0 then e, e1 e 3 and

l=e + eJ. Let 3£ = e9X so that XJ = SÜeI = eJ%. Then % = X + XJ and X=iX0. If

xeXnX' then x = ea=eJb, a, be% so that x = (e+e7)x = 0, and 9t = 3£ © X1.

Note that X and 3ey are ideals.

Now 3=^r+^f/, where Y is the center of the simple ring X0 and hence a field.

Since X 2 3£0 and the latter is finite dimensional central simple over Y we have
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3e = 3c0©*& where 3 = &e(3c0) and &x(3) = X0. Similarly, 3£7=3£¿ <8>^ 3x and

we see that 3-,=ex(3E0)/=e^(3e¿) = Si so that 3£J = 3£¿ (gv 3'.

Clearly S © 37 = 93=Gí!u%)- If b e 93 then b = xx+xJ2, xt e 3£, and [x1; 2l0] = 0

implies that [xl5 3E0] = 0 so that xx e £ç. Similarly x2 e Q, so that b e Q © ^jJ. Thus,

23=3 ©3J.

Now 9t093 = (3;o © 3£Ó)(3 ©30=^oS © £o3' = 2t, so there is a natural homo-

morphism of 2Í0 ®3 93 -> 21 given by 2 tf¡ ® Z?¡ -^ 2 aiZ>¡- To show that this is an

isomorphism, suppose that 2 «¡Z>¡ = 0, a¡ g 2t0, Z>; g 93. Now ai = xli4-x2i, x,¡ g 3t0,

andb^yu+yii,yjt e 3. Hence0 = 2 aibi = 2 (*u+x&).(.Fu*J^)=2 ^u^u+*«;>&.

and2^ii>'ii = 0 = 2^2iJ'2i.Therefore2xii <g> yXi = 0 in 3£0 0* S and 2 *2i ® J,2,=0

in 3£o 0V S7- Since each sum is therefore 0 in 2t0 03 93 we must have 2 a» 0 Z>¡

= 2 *u ® Jn4-x2i 0 j2¡ = 0. Thus, the mapping has kernel zero and 2t^9I0 03 93.

(ii) The proof that 210 = ©3i(93) follows along the lines of the proof just given

thatea(2t0) = 3©3/.

(iii) If b e 93 then [b, 2i0]/ = 0= [Zy, 2I0]. Hence, bJ e ea(2i0) = 93, so that SB's».

If (», /) is an ideal in (23, /) then 2I0$ is an ideal of 21 and since (2I0sy £ 2l03J

£2t0S, (2l0$, /) is an ideal of (21, /). Hence, either (2I0$, /) = (0, /), in which case

it is clear that & = 0, or (2I0$, /) = (2Í, /) and we must show that S = 93. Suppose

first that 2I0 is not simple and use the notation of (i). If 2i0S=2t, S an ideal of 93,

then 3 = eS is an ideal of 3, and 3£03 = 36. Now 3t0 and 36 are central simple over

Y and 3£ = 360 0* 3 so it follows easily that 3 = 8- Hence S = 8 © 37= 93 as de-

sired. Only minor modifications of this argument are required if 2I0 is simple.

Corollary. Let (21, /) be simple with finite dimensional subalgebra (2t0, /) w«7c«

is central simple over <¡>. Suppose that [2Í0 : $] > 16 ;/2t0 is simple and ^ 8 otherwise,

[21 : Í>]/[2Í0 : <&]> 16 (with infinity allowed), that ©(2Í,/)' is a simple Lie algebra, and

that the centers of 21 and 2I0 are the same.

Then @(2l0, /)' = e@(a,J)-(©(93, /)'), where 93=e«(2I0).

Proof.   It suffices to prove

(1) ©(2I,/)'n2I0 = ©(2I0,/)'.

For, since ©(93,/)'* = 93 by Theorem 1, and 2I0=(£a(93) by Theorem 2, we then

would have

<5(«o)' = «0 n ©(«)' = M») n ©(«)' = S®<«)'(»)

= eS(9t).(©(93)'*) = e®(Str(©(93)'),

which gives the desired result.

Clearly ©(2l0)'çS(2i)' n 2í0£©(2lo). If 2I0 is simple and / of the first kind then

©(2I0)' =©(2Í0) under our dimensionality conditions, so that (1) is immediate

here [4, Theorem 9].

If/ is of the second kind or if 2l0 is not simple we show that

(2) ©(2t0)'+©(3)=©(2l0),
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3 the center of 9I0. For then, if x g ©(91)' n 9t0 then x g@(9I0) so that x=s+z,

je©(9i0)', z£<S(3). Also, jg©(9í)' n 9I0 so that zg©(91)' n 9I0. Since ©(91)' is

assumed simple, we must have z = 0 so x=s g@(910)' whenever xG©(9t)' n 9I0.

This gives (1).

To show (2): If J is of the second kind then 3 = F(A) with E=îq(<I>, J) and

XJ= -A. Since [©(9I0) : F] = «2 and [©(9I0)' : F]=«2-l [6, p. 301], and since the

simplicity of ©(91)' implies ©(9i0)' n AF=0, we have©(9Io)=©(9I0)' + AF, AF being

the center of ©(9I0).

If 9Í0 = X © X1, X simple with center T then again the simplicity of ©(91)' causes

©(9t0)'n(the center of ©(9I0)) = 0. Now @(9I0) = {x-xJ | x e X} and ©(9l0)'

= {x-xJ\xeX'}, and [X:W]=n2 while [X':W] = n2-l [4, p. 492]. Hence

3£' + T=3e. Hence ©(9I0)'+©(T ©TO =©(9I0).

2. Central simple involutorial algebras. Let (91, J) be a simple involutorial ring.

The multiplication ring Ï(9I, /) of (91, J) consists of the ring of endomorphisms of 91

generated by J and the left and right multiplications aL and aR, a e 91. The centroid

F(% J) of (91, J) is the centralizer of £(9Í, J) in the ring of endomorphisms of the

additive group of 91. Thus, Ï(9I, J) consists of the subring of y g F(9l) (=the ordi-

nary centroid of 9Í) for which yJ=Jy. The ideals of (91, J) are just the submodules

of 91 which are invariant relative to £(9t, J). If (91, J) is simple then Ï(9I, J) is an

irreducible ring of endomorphisms and T(9i, J) is a field by Shur's Lemma (r is

commutative since our assumption of an identity forces 9Í2 = 91 [6, p. 290]). One

can then consider (9t, J) as a simple involutorial algebra over T(9l, J) (cf. [6,

p. 291]).
If (9Í, J) is a simple involutorial algebra over 4> then (91, J) is central simple

(i.e., <D = §(3,F), 3 the center of 91) iff r(9t,F) = <DB (=right multiplications by

elements of <D) [6, Theorem 2]. Clearly any simple involutorial ring can be con-

sidered as a central simple involutorial algebra over its centroid.

If (91, J) is an involutorial algebra over 4> and if £2 is an extension field of <t>,

then we can extend J to 91^ = 91 (g)4 Q. by defining (2 a¡ (g) w/)1 = 2 a¡ 0 ou,,

a¡ g 91, íüj g il J is clearly an involution in 9In and (9ín, J) is thus an involutorial

algebra over Q. The following two results for involutorial algebras can be estab-

lished exactly as for simple nonassociative algebras without involution [6, Theorem

3, p. 292]:

(I) If (91, J) is simple with centroid F = r(9l, F) then (91^, J) is central simple

for any extension field Q. of F.

(II) Suppose that (91, J) is an algebra over <P and that A is a field with

T(9t, F)2 A3 O. If (91 <g>A r(9I, J), J) is a simple involutorial algebra over A then

(91, J) is simple over <5 and A = F(% J).

We now turn our attention to the derived Lie ring ©(91, /)' of skew elements of

an involutorial ring (91, J). Recall that this nonassociative ring has a multiplication

ring !£(©(9I, J)') and a centroid r(©(9í, J)') defined as above but without mention

of F and that the centroid is a field if @(9t, J)' is simple. As noted, (I) and (II) hold
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for ©(21, /)' if it is simple [ibid.]. If (21, /) is an involutorial algebra over 3> and

if Q is an extension field of <t> we note that since we have / acting as the identity

on ii, then @(21n,/)'= (@(2I,/) 0 £i)' = ©(2t,/)' 0 ii.

As mentioned, £(2t, /) is generated by / and the aL and aR, while ï(©(2t, /)')

is generated by elements ad a = aB-aL, a g ©(21,/)'. Since Î(2I, /)22:(®(2I, /)')

we have that y e F(% J) restricted to S(2t, /)' is an element of T(©(2t, /)'). Thus

considered, we have T(2t, /)çr(@(2C, /)').

Lemma 2. Let (21, /) be a central simple involutorial algebra which is of dimension

greater than 16 //2t is simple, and suppose that ©(2Í, /)' is simple.

r«e«r(2i,/)=r(©(2t,/)').

Proof. For convenience let r = r(2t,/) and 3> = r(©(2l,/)'). We have noticed

that rgO and that both are fields. By (I), (21 0r O,/) is simple. We shall show

that ©(21^,/)' (=©(21,/)' 0r 0) is simple so that we can apply (II) (for non-

associative algebras) and conclude that r = 0. By Theorem 1 any proper ideal of

©(2is, /)' is contained in the center of 2Í*. But this is 3 0r ®, 3 the center of 21.

If 2 Ci 0 </> e (3 0 O) n (©(2C, /)' 0 O) then ct e 3 n ©(31, /)'. This latter is 0

since ©(21, /)' is simple. Hence 2 c¡ 0 <f>i = 0 and ©(2t4, /)' is simple, as desired.

In the future we shall be concerned with Lie isomorphisms a: S(2t, /)'

-»■ ©(93, K)', where @(2i, /)' and ©(93, K)' are central simple Lie rings. Such an

isomorphism induces an associative isomorphism a: r(©(2l, /)')-> I\©(93, K)')

which satisfies (yL)a = y°La, y e r = r(©(2t, /)'), L e @(2t, /)' [6, p. 294]. We may

therefore define F acting on ©(93, K)' by y xM=yaM=(yMa~1)", yeF,

M e ©(93, K)'. It is immediate that this turns ©(93, K)' into an algebra over F.

Moreover, a is then a T-isomorphism since (yL)"=y"L"=y xL"'. The centroid of

©(93, K)' is clearly F. If (93, K) is simple as in Lemma 2 then I\@(23, K)') = 1\23, K)

so we can also regard (93, K) as a central simple T-algebra, F = i\©(2l, /)').

If o is as above and if (21, /) and (93, K) are simple involutorial rings, we shall

show that under appropriate conditions a can be extended to an associative iso-

morphism a: (21, /) -> (93, K). We now show that it suffices to consider the case

in which r = r(@(2I, /)') is algebraically closed. For, if it is not then let Q be its

algebraic closure. By Lemma 2 and remark (I) preceding it, we have that ©(2ln, /)'

and Çnn, /) are central simple over £i, where 2tn = 2l 0r £i. We have just seen that

we can regard ©(93, K)' and (93, K) as central simple over F. Hence, ©(93n, K)'

and (930, K) will be central simple over £i. Since S(2tfi, /)' = ©(2t, /)' 0 Ü, we can

immediately extend a to an Q-isomorphism a: ©(2tn, /)' -> @(93n, K)' by defining

(2 at 0 oji)" = 2 aï 0 cü¡, a¡ g ©(21, /)', cü¡ g Q. Suppose then that we can extend a

on ©(2ín, /)' to an associative isomorphism 21 : (2In, /) -> (93n, K). Then we must

have S: @(2t 0 1,/)' = ©(21,/)' 0 1 -> ©(93, K)' 0 1 and so S : ©(21,/)'* 0 1

-*■ ©(93, K)'* 0 1. For sufficiently high dimension, we may then invoke Theorem 1

to obtain that S : 2t 0 1 ->• 93 0 1. Consequently, we obtain by restriction an

isomorphism of (21, /) ->- (93, K) which extends a.
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Thus, we have seen that in considering Lie isomorphisms o: ©(91, J)' -+ ©(93, K)'

with ©(91, J)', ©(93, K)', (91, F) and (93, F) central simple over F, it suffices to

consider the case in which T(9I, J) is algebraically closed, provided that any assump-

tions made about (91, J) and (93, F) are preserved under passage to the algebraic

closure, and that the dimension of 91 over F and 93 over F satisfies the conditions

of Theorem 1.

We next consider a sufficient condition that (91, J) be central simple. The proof

of the following lemma is due to Jacobson.

Lemma 3. Let (91, J) be a finite dimensional involutorial algebra over <P and suppose

that

(i) ©(9t, J)' is central simple over O.

(ii) 91 = ©(91, /)'* ( = the associative algebra generated by S(9Í, J)').

Then (9Í, J) is central simple over 3>.

Proof. We may assume that i> is algebraically closed. For, consider 9In = 9I (g)0 £2

otherwise, where £2 is the algebraic closure of <J>. The hypotheses are clearly true

under extension to £2, and if we can show (9tn, J) simple then (91, J) will be central

simple over O by (II) above.

If 91 is the radical of 91 then 9Î is the maximal nilpotent ideal of 91 so that

W s 01. By a theorem of Mostow-Taft [9, Theorem 1 ] which is applicable since we

can assume í> algebraically closed, we can then write 91 = 93 + 91, where 93 n 3t = 0,

the Wedderburn factor 93 is semisimple, and 937ç93. Hence ©(91, F) = ©(93, J)

+ ©(91, J), and taking derived rings we have

©(91, J)' = ®(93,F)' + 3c\

where X = [@(9L J), ©(93, /)] + ©(91, J)' s «R. If ©(91,/)' is simple then since

©(91, J)' n 3î is a nilpotent ideal in ©(91, J)', this ideal must be 0. Hence 3c = 0 and

©(9t,F)' = ©(93,F)'. But then 91 = ©(91,7)'* = ©(93, F)'*^ 93 so 9t = 0 and 91 is

semisimple.

Suppose then that 91 = 9^ ©• • ■ © 9I„ is a decomposition of 91 into ideals which

are simple as rings. Since ©(91, J)' =£0 we assume that some 9l¡, say 91^ is not com-

mutative. Since 9t{ is also a simple ideal of 91, either ?Ii = 3ti or Wx n 9i1 = 0. In

either case, ©(9ÍJ+9IÍ, J)' will be a nonzero ideal in S(9I, J)'. Hence it is ©(9t, J)',

and since 9t = ©(9t,F)'* = ©(9I1+9ti)'*Ç9X1+9I{, we see that 9I = 9t1 + 9íí. Hence,

(91, J) is simple. It is central simple over 3> by Lemma 2.

The following lemma will be used in applications of the above sufficient condition

for central simplicity.

Lemma 4. Let Wbea simple Lie subring o/"©(9I, J)', (91, J) an arbitrary involutorial

ring, and suppose that 9JÍ is the centralizer in ©(91, J)' of another subring o/©(9t, J)'.

Then 9JÎ = ©(30(Î*, J)', 5DÍ* the enveloping associative ring ofUJl.
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Proof. For convenience let 2 = ©(9f, F). We are assuming that 9)i=©9i(9î) n 2',

where 9? is a subring of 2. Now by the simplicity of 501,

(1) 2JÍ s @(SR*, /)' = (SK* n 2)'.

Furthermore,

(2) (931* n tí)' £ SK* n 2'

since the left-hand side is generated by elements [x, y], x, y e SOI* n 2, and such

elements [x, j] are also in 9JI* n 2'. Finally, since S!K*gKji(3î) we have

(3) 3)i*nS'ç ©af,««) n 2' = 9K.

The lemma now follows from (1), (2), and (3).

3. The finite dimensional case. If (9Í, 7) is finite dimensional central simple

then we can distinguish between the various types of Lie algebras ©(91, J)' in the

customary fashion [6, p. 302 ff.]. Thus, if 91 is simple, /is of the first kind, and 91 is

of dimension «2 over í>, we say that ©(91, F)' is of type

Bt ifn = 2l+l and [©(91,7)' : <P] = Z(2/+1),

C, if « = 2Zand [©(91,7)' : *] = 7(2/4-1),

A if " = 2/and [©(91,7)' : <D] = Z(2/-1).

If 7 is of the second kind then ©(91,7)' is of type Am, where l=n — 1. If 91 is not

simple so that 91 = 93 © 93', we recall that ©(9i,7)'^93L so that ©(91,7)' is of

type AIh where [93 : <D] = (/+1)2. If (91,7) is central simple then ©(91,7)' belongs

to one of the above types [4, Theorems 8 and 16]; [6, Theorems 13 and 14, p. 310],

The following theorem is essentially a rephrasing of classical results of Jacobson.

We shall later obtain a generalization of relevant portions of this theorem.

Theorem 3. Fer (91, 7) and (93, K) be finite dimensional central simple involutorial

algebras of characteristic not 2. Suppose that

/=2 «/©(91,7)' or ©(93, K)' is of type Au, Am, or Bh

Zä 3 if @(9I, /)' or ©(93, K)' is of type C„

l>4if ©(91, /)' or ©(93, K)' is of type D,.

Suppose further that the characteristic does not divide 1+1 if the type is Axl or Am.

Then (i) ©(91, J)' and ©(93, K)' are central simple Lie algebras.

(ii) ©(9Í, 7)' and ©(93, K)' are isomorphic iff(% J) and (SO, K) are isomorphic.

(iii) Any isomorphism o/©(91,7)' onto ©(93, K)' is the restriction of an isomorphism

of(K,J)onto(S8,K).

Proof, (i): ©(91,7)' and ©(93, K)' are simple algebras by [4, Theorem 7];

[6, Theorems 8 and 9, p. 301 ff.]. By Lemma 2 these algebras are central simple.

(ii) and (iii) : As noted above we can regard an isomorphism a : ©(91, J)'

->©(93, K)' as an algebra isomorphism over r = r(91,7) = r(©(9t,/)'), and we

can consider (93, K) and ©(93, K)' as central simple T-algebras. Our conditions

on / assure us that there can be no isomorphism between the Lie algebras of
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different types and, at least when 21 is simple, that (ii) and (iii) both hold [4,

Theorems 1', 3', 10], [6, Theorems 11, 12, p. 306 ff.].

It only remains to consider the situation when both 21 and 93 are not simple.

Recalling the internal characterization following Lemma 1, we can consider 21 as the

set of ordered pairs (x, y), where x and y are from a simple ring SHX, with appro-

priate addition, multiplication, and action by / Similarly, 93 is isomorphic to the

set of ordered pairs (r, s), where r and s are from a simple ring %SX. Then 2Ii is

isomorphic to ©(21, J)'={(a, — a) | a e 2ti} under a->(a, — a), and similarly

©(93, K)' = {(b, —b)\be 93i} is isomorphic to 93Í under (b, —b)^b. Given a Lie

isomorphism a: ©(21, /)' -*■ ©(93, K)', we define a Lie isomorphism 2: 2li -> 93i

to be the composition of the mapping we have just considered: for a e %'x, if

a-^ (a, — a)-> (a, — a)° = (b, — b) ->Z>, we define az = b. Note that (a, —a)"

= (az, -az). By [4, Theorem 2'], [6, Theorem 10, p. 305], S can be extended to

either an associative isomorphism S or to the negative of an anti-isomorphism of

2tj onto 93i. In the former case, it is immediate that the mapping r: (x, y) -*■ (xs, .ys)

is an associative isomorphism of (2Ï, /) onto (93, K) which extends a.

Suppose then that 2= —a, where a is an anti-isomorphism of^Lx->^8x. Define

r : 2Í -> 93 by (x, y)z = (y", Xa).   Then

(x, y)\z, wj = (ya, xa)(wa, za) = (yawa, zaxa)

= ((wyY, (xzY) = (xz, wyy

so that t is an associative isomorphism. Furthermore, (x, yy~K=(ya, xa)K = (xa, y")

= (y>xy = (x,yy = (x,yyz so that t maps (21,/) onto (ft, K). Finally, (a, -a)%

= ( — aa, aa) = (az, —aL) = (a, —a)" so that t is the desired extension of 2.

We also note in regard to (ii) that one can immediately see that the restriction of

any associative isomorphism between (2Í, /) and (93, K) to @(2t, /)' always yields

an isomorphism between ©(2t, /)' and ©(93, K)'.

4. Algebraic elements. In this section we shall develop a useful criterion that

an element in ©(2Í, /)' be algebraic.

Lemma 5 (Jacobson). Let 21 be a central simple algebra over afield O. 777e« an

element a g 21 is algebraic over <t> iff ad a = aL — aR is algebraic over <D.

Proof. If a is algebraic then so are aL and aR. Since aL and aR commute, every

element in the algebra generated by aL and aR is algebraic. In particular, ad a is

algebraic.

Conversely, suppose that a is transcendental. Then 1, a, a2,... are linearly

independent over <t>. Now 2t is central simple so the multiplication algebra

£ = {2 aiR°it. I au bt e 2t}

is isomorphic to 21z, 0 2tB. Since a is transcendental the elements alLaa, i,j=0, 1,

2,... are linearly independent over O. If ad a were algebraic, we would have a
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relation (aL-aB)n = 2?= o1 ai(aL-aRy, at e <D. Hence al + (- l)naR would be a linear

combination of the elements dLaR with i,j^n — l, contradicting the linear in-

dependence of these elements.

Lemma 6. Let D be a derivation in a nonassociative algebra 9Í over afield 0.

Suppose that 9JÎ and 9? are ^-subspaces of 91 which are invariant under D. If D is

algebraic in SSR and in SSI then D is algebraic in the ^-subspace SSitSSl spanned by the

products ab, a e SSI, b e SSI.

Proof. Suppose that the minimum polynomial of D in SSR is /(A) and in SSI is

g(X). We can consider <£F» as a one dimensional Lie algebra. Construct a cyclic

<l>F>-module [x] with basis x, xD, xD2,..., xDm so that the order of x is f(X).

Similarly, let [y] be a cyclic <¡>D-module with basis y, yD,...,yDn with g(X) the

order of y. Then [x] ® [y] is a finite dimensional 0>F-module under the usual

composition

(1) (x <S>y)D = xD ®y + x ®yD

for tensor products of Lie modules. Suppose that the minimum polynomial of D

in [x] <g> [y] is «(A).

Now let a eW, be 9?. Then

(2) (ab)D = aDb+abD

is in SfflSfl since aD e SSI and bD e SSI. Hence SfflSSt is invariant under D. Since

af(D) = 0 and f(X) is the order of x, the cyclic OF-module [a] with basis, a, aD,...

must be a homomorphic image of [x]. In like manner, the cyclic OF-module [b]

must be a homomorphic image of [y]. Furthermore, the mapping xD{ (g yD1

-^■aD'bD' must be a homomorphism of the module [x] <g> [y] into the module

[a][b] because of the operation of D as given in (1) and (2). Hence D is algebraic

on [a][b] with minimum polynomial a factor of «(A). In particular then, abh(D) = 0

for any aeSffl, b eSR, and D is algebraic on SSJISSl.

Lemma 7. Let SU be a simple ring with involution J and suppose that 91 is more than

16 dimensional over its center O if J is of the first kind. Then any ^-derivation D of

91 which is algebraic on S(9t,7) is algebraic on all o/9t.

Proof. If 7 is of the second kind then 9i = © © A©, A g d>, and the lemma is

obvious.

Baxter has shown that if the dimension is greater than 16 then every symmetric

element is the sum of squares of skew-symmetric elements [1, Theorem 9]. Hence

by Lemma 6, D is algebraic on all of 91 = ©(91,7) © §(91,7).

We can now characterize algebraic elements as desired.

Lemma 8. Let (91, 7) be a central simple involutorial algebra over <I> of dimension

greater than 16 if SIX is simple andJ of the second kind.

Then an element a e ©(91, J)' is algebraic over 0 iff ad a acting in ©(91, J)' is

algebraic over <t>.
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Proof. If 21 is simple take D = ada in Lemma 7 and apply Lemma 5. If

21 = 2Ii © 2i{ is not simple, use the isomorphism between ©(2t, /)' and 2ti and

apply Lemma 5 directly.

5. Matrix units. In this section we discuss matrix units and the existence of a

finite dimensional simple subalgebra (2t0, /) of a simple involutorial matrix algebra

(21, /). The section concludes with a lemma on the extension of Lie homomor-

phisms in matrix rings.

Recall that a set of elements {e^}, i,j=l,.. .,n forms a set of matrix units in a

ring 21 if ejyew = 8jkeu and 2f= i Cu = 1. If 2Í has such « x « matrix units then 21 = ®n

for some subring 3) of 21 [5, p. 52], If 2t = 93 © 93J has « x « matrix units {etj} then

the projections of these matrix units onto 93 will be a set of « x « matrix units in 93.

Conversely, if 93 has « x« matrix units {fis} then {ei}=ftj+f/i} will be « x« matrix

units in 21.

In our theorem on isomorphisms of simple Lie rings of the form ©(2Í, /)' we

shall reduce the situation to Theorem 3 by assuming the existence of a finite dimen-

sional simple subalgebra (2t0, /) of the simple involutorial algebra (21, /) with the

center of 2i0 = the center of 21. We now investigate conditions for the existence of

such a subalgebra (2l0, /).

If (21, /) is simple and possesses « x « matrix units, and if 2Í is not simple, then

there is always a finite dimensional central simple subalgebra (2t0, /) of type Ax

with center 2i0 = center 2Í. For, 2l = 23n © 23¿, 93 simple. If <D is the center of 93

let 2t0 = í>n © <D^. Then (2t0,/) is as desired since @(2t0, /)' s $>'n. In order to con-

sider some other cases in which such subalgebras (2I0, /) exist, we first recall some

facts which are discussed in [7],

An involution / in a ring 3£„ with « x « matrix units {ei;} is called canonical if for

xeXn,

(1) x1 = y-^y,

where t denotes matrix transpose, " is an involution in 3c, and y = diag{yi,..., yn}

is a unit diagonal matrix whose entries satisfy ft^yt, i= 1,..., «. A necessary and

sufficient condition for an involution / to be canonical relative to the set of matrix

units {ew} is that ed — eu, i= 1,..., « [7, Lemma 1]. An important special type of

canonical involution is the standard involution for which all the entries in y are

the same. If A is a division ring then any involution in An is canonical relative to a

suitably chosen set of matrix units [7, p. 311].

Note that if / is a standard involution in the simple ring 21 = 93n, 93 a simple ring

with center <I>, then (<tn, /) is a finite dimensional central simple subalgebra of

(21, /). For, if cj> e ®„ then <pI = y~1rpty = cpt e i>n since y is a diagonal matrix with

equal diagonal entries. Thus, (4>n, /) is a subring. It is clear that (On, /) is simple

and that F(<bn, J) = r(2l, /). Combining this with our previous remarks, we see

that if (21, /) is a simple involutorial matrix ring and if / is standard if 21 is simple,
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then (91, 7) always contains a finite dimensional central simple subalgebra (9t0,7)

with center 9f0 = center 91.

We shall now let 9In (« ̂  3) be an arbitrary ring with « x « matrix units {fij},

and which possesses a canonical involution 7:

xJ = y~xx*y,       xeSj\n.

For i,j=l,..., n let

a{ij] = afa-Wii)1 = afa-yï^âyjji,       a e 91.

We note the following multiplication table:

[a{ij}, b{rs}] = 0   if i ^ r, s and / =£ r, s.

[a{ij}, b{jk}] = ab{ik},       i,j, k j=.

[a{ij}, b{ii}] = - ((b - yr 'bydam,       i * f

[a{ij}, b{ji}] = ab{ii}-ba{jj},       i ï j.

[a{ii}, b{ii}] = [a¡, b^ii},   where x¡ = x-y^1^.

From this we can see that the a{ij}, i&j, generate ©(9In, 7)'. For, if 2 is the Lie

ring generated by the a{ij}, i^j, clearly 2 contains everything in ©(9I„, 7)' with the

possible exception of elements obtained from the last equation. However, for

i,j, kj=, [a{ii}-a{jj}, b{ii} - b{kk}] = [a¡, b¡]{ii} and is in 2 by virtue of the next-to-

last equation. Hence 2 2 ©(9tn, 7)'. Inclusion is obvious in the other direction, so

we have shown that ©(9In, 7)' is generated by the a{ij}, i^j.

Suppose that 93n is another ring with nxn matrix units {ei;} and that F is a

canonical involution in 93n given by

yK=8~iyt8,       yeS8n,

where 8 = diag{S1;..., 8n}, and ~ is an involution in 93. Let

b(ij) = beij- (be„Y = beit - 67 ̂ 8^,       b e 93,

so that the b(ij), i^j, generate ©(93„, K)'.

Lemma 9. Fer (9In, 7) and (93 „, K) be arbitrary involutorial matrix rings with

canonical involutions and suppose that n^3. Then any Lie homomorphism 6: ©(9I„,7)'

-> @(93n, K)' which satisfies l{ij}" = l(ij) for i^j can be extended to an associative

homomorphism

F:(9In,7)^(93n,F).

Proof. Let a{//"}9 = 2 a\{ers. Then for i,j, /c# we have

(1) a{ijf = [a{ikf, l{kj}»] = g a'kers, eM-8^8kek\

This shows that the matrix a{ij}e can have nonzero entries only in the jth and kth

rows and columns. On the other hand,

(2) a{ij}6 = Wkf, a{kj}B] = [eik- 8^8^, £ flg*.]
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so that a{ij}e can have nonzero entries only in the /th and Zith rows and columns.

Comparing these two computations we see that the only possible nonzero entries

of a{ij}B are a'}, a%, a\k, and akr, r = 1,..., «. If « S: 4 we can then choose k0 # /,./', k

and repeat the above computations to show that the last 2« possibilities are all

zero. Then

(3) a{ij}° = flfc,+4fe*   if/#y.

Equation (3) also holds if « = 3: It is immediate that for any x=(xu), [x, a{kj}]

has 0 in the «-position, i#y, k; also, [x, l{rs}] has xrr—xss in its «-position. The

first fact, together with the information derived from (1) and (2), shows that

akk = 0for k=l,..., «. Hence, since a{ij} = [a{ir}, l{rj}]= — [a{rj}, l{ir}], the second

fact shows that a# = 0 = atf if/,/ r#. Since a{ij}e e @(93„, K) we see that<# = 0 = <#

if i,j, r#. Thus, (3) holds for « = 3.

Since a{ij}6 is in ©(93n, K)' for /#/ it must be of the form b(ij) because of (3).

We can thus write a{ij}e=azWXn). For i,j,k¿, [a{ij},b{jk}]e = [a{ij}e,b{jk}e]

= {azm(y),bzUkXjk)] = azW)bz(ikXik). Hence,

(4) (ab)z(-ik) = azW)bz»k)   if i,j, k *.

Taking a=l we see that bzim = bzUk\ With Z>=1 we have az(m = azm. Hence,

r(ij) = r(jk) = r(ik) is independent of i,j,k. We denote the common value by t.

Thus, a{ij}° = az(ij) if /'#/ t is clearly linear and from (4), (ab)z = azbz, 1*=1. Hence

t: 21 —^ 93 is an associative homomorphism.

We now define a homomorphism T: 2tn ->- 23„ by (%)T = (ay), where (atj) is the

matrix whose //'-entry is aXj. We wish to show that T=9 on elements a{ij}, i^j.

This would mean that a{ij}T=aleij — (y~1äyiyeji is the same as a{ij}e=ax(ij)

=azeij—8^1âz8ieji, or that

(5) (y^äYl)z = S-1^.

To see that this is indeed the case we note that a{ij} = — (yj 1äyi){ji}. By applying

6 and equating coefficients of ei} we have the desired (5).

Since T agrees with 6 on the a{ij}, i^j, it will agree with 8 on the Lie ring genera-

ted by these elements. As we have shown, this Lie ring is ©(93n, K)'.

We finally show that T: (2ln, /) -> (93n, K), i.e., that JT=TK. But this is trivially

true on @(2in, /)' and hence will be true on ©(2I„, /)'*. Now for /,/ k^, a{ik}■ l{kj}

= afij. Thus, ©(2In, /)'* contains all a/i;, a e 21, iftj. Clearly ©(2tn,/)'* = 2tn, so

T:(%n,J)->(S8n,K).

6. The main theorem.   We shall now prove a generalization of Theorem 3.

Theorem 4. Let (2(, /) and (93, K) be simple involutorial rings of characteristic

not 2. Suppose that (21, /) contains a subring (2I0, J)for which the center o/2t0 is the

same as the center of% and that (2Í 0, /) is a finite dimensional central simple involutorial

algebra whose Lie algebra ©(2t0, /)' is of type
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Axl or Am with 1^2 and the characteristic not dividing l+l,

B¡ with 1^2,

C, with 1^3, or

A with l>4.

Then

(i) ©(91,7)' is a central simple Lie algebra.

(ii) ©(91,7)' and ©(93, K)' are isomorphic iff (91,7) and (93, K) are isomorphic.

(iii) Any isomorphism o/©(9l, 7)' onto ©(93, K)' is the restriction of an isomorphism

of (SU, J) onto (93, K).

Proof, (i) If 2 g ©(91,/)' is an ideal then 2i=3 n ©(91,7)' by Theorem 1 (ii),

where 3 is the center of 9t. Since 3 is also the center of 9I„ we have 2 S ©(3,7)

S ©(9t0,7). Since [x, 2]=0 for any x e 9Í, 2 is an ideal in ©(9I0, /)'. But ©(9t0, /)'

is simple by Theorem 3 so by Theorem l(i), 2=0 and ©(9t,/)' is simple.

(ii) and (iii) Because of (i) we can apply Lemma 2 and obtain that r(9i, /)

= r(©(9i,/)') = r(9l0,/) = r(©(9(o,/)'). Denote the common value by I\ In the

material following Lemma 2 we saw that ifo: ©(91, /)' -> ©(93, K)' then o induces

an isomorphism of the centroids so that we may consider ©(93, K)' and (93, K)

as central simple algebras over F and we may consider o a T-isomorphism. More-

over, since all our hypotheses would clearly hold after passage to the algebraic

closure of F, we may consider F as algebraically closed by the discussion preceding

Lemma 3.

Let 20 = ©(9I0,/)' and let 930 = 2g*. Our first project is to show that 930 is a

finite dimensional associative algebra over F. Now elements of 9I0 are algebraic

over T so any element F e 20 will be algebraic over F. Hence ad F acting in

©(91, /)' will be algebraic by Lemma 8. Hence ad L" will be algebraic on

©(9t, jy = <5(S8, K)'. Another application of Lemma 8 yields L" algebraic over F.

Let Lx,..., Ln be a basis for 20 over F so that L\,..., Un is a basis for 2S over F.

Now 930 = 2S* is a homomorphic image of the universal enveloping algebra of 2g.

Hence 930 is spanned by the monomials (LQri ■ (F2)r2 • • •(F£)r». Since the Ff are

algebraic over F, 930 must be finite dimensional. Note also that since 2o* = 2g, we

have 93q S 930, so that (930, K) is a finite dimensional involutorial algebra over F.

By the corollary of Theorem 1, 20 = ©(9t0, /)' is a centralizer in ©(91, /)' (if the

dimensionality condition fails to hold then Theorem 3 may be applied directly to the

finite dimensional ©(9Í,/)'). Thus, 20=®s(si,/)'(9,f), where SSI is a subring of

©Í9Í,/)'. Hence, 2°o=®m,jya(SSl°)=<lsM.Ky(SSl°). By Lemma 4, 2? = ©(2g*,F)'

= ©(930, K)'. Since 2g is central simple over F we can apply Lemma 3 and obtain

that (930, K) is simple.

We can now apply Theorem 3 to a: ©(9t0, /)' -#• 2g = ©(930, K)'. Thus, o can be

extended to an associative isomorphism S : (9Í0, /) -y (930, K).

Now 9t0 is a finite dimensional central simple algebra or the direct sum of two

such, and we may assume that the base field is algebraically closed. Hence 9t0 has
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« x « matrix units {/«} and the conditions on Z cause « g 3. We also note that / is

canonical in 2t0 since (2i0, /) is finite dimensional simple, so we may choose the

matrix units to satisfy /;=/(. Consequently, the {fit} will be a set of matrix units

in 21 relative to which / is canonical. Applying the isomorphism 2 we obtain matrix

units {eij=fij} in 930 (and therefore in 93). Furthermore, e* =/fK =fJis =f§ = eü, so

K is also canonical. Since l{ij} e ©(2i0, /)' for i&j we have l{ij}° = l{ij}s =fv-fif

= etj — efj=l(ij). By Lemma 9 we can then extend o: ©(2t,/)' -> ©(93, K)' to an

associative homomorphism of (2Í, /) onto (93, K) and this homomorphism must

be an isomorphism by the simplicity of (21, /).

To complete the proof, it is immediate that any isomorphism of (21, /) onto

(93, K) yields by restriction an isomorphism of ©(21, /)' onto ©(93, K)'.

Corollary 1. Let (21, /) and (93, K) satisfy the conditions of the theorem. Then

any Lie isomorphism o: ©(2Í, /) —>- ©(93, K) must be of the form o=T + <p, where

t: (2Í, /) -* (23, K) is an associative isomorphism and cf> is an additive mapping of

(21, /) into the center of '(93, K) which vanishes on (2t, /)'.

Proof. Obtain r from the theorem by restricting o to ©(2t,/)'. Thus, ct = t on

3(21, /)' and it suffices to show that if L e ©(21, /) then L"-Lz lies in the center of

©(93, K). As shown in the proof of the theorem, we can consider 93 as a matrix

ring with elements b(ij), i^j, which generate ©(93, K)'. As in the proof of Lemma

9, 93 = ©(93, ÄT)'*2©(93, K). Thus, it suffices to prove that [La-Lz, M°] = 0 for

each AT g ©(93, K)'. But M° = MZ so [V-U, M°] = [L°, M°]-[LZ, Mz]
= [L,M]a-[L,M]z = 0.

Corollary 2. Let 21 be a central simple algebra of characteristic not 2. Suppose

that 21 contains a central simple subalgebra 2I0 of finite dimension n2 ä 9, and that n is

prime to the characteristic.

(i) If 93 is another simple ring then any Lie isomorphism of 2t¿ o«ro 93¿ can be

extended to either an isomorphism or the negative of an anti-isomorphism o/2t onto 93.

(ii) If¡& is as in (i) then any Lie isomorphism a: 2IL -> 93 ¿ is of the form o = t+<¡>,

where r is an associative isomorphism or the negative of an anti-isomorphism ofñ onto

93, and</> is an additive mapping into the center o/93 which vanishes on 2t¿.

(iii) Ifil'L is Lie isomorphic to ©(93, K)', where (93, K) is a simple involutorial ring,

then 93 = 930 © 93* where either 930 or 93* is isomorphic to 21.

Proof, (i) Take W anti-isomorphic to 21, 93* anti-isomorphic to 93 and let

2Í! = 21 © 21', 93i = 93 © 23*. Then (9tl5 /) and (®ls K) are simple and together with

(2I0 © 2to, /), the conditions of the theorem are satisfied. The isomorphism

a: 2t¿ -> 931 yields an isomorphism ax: @(2ii, /)' -> ©(93i, K)' given by (a—a1)"^

=a"—aaK, a e 21. By the theorem, ax can be extended to an associative isomorphism

t: 2li -> 93i. Then 93i = 23 © 93* and 931 = 2P © 21" are two decompositions of

93j into simple ideals. Any such decomposition is essentially unique so we must

have either 2Í1 = 93 or 21' = 93*. If 2IT = 93 then t is clearly the desired extension of a.
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Suppose then that 9T = 93K. By definition (a-a,yi = a"-aaK with a° e 93, aaK e 93*,

and also (a—aJyi = (a-aJ)l = al-aJZ with azeS8K. Hence az=-aaK, so that

a"= —atK and o= —tK, the negative of an anti-isomorphism.

(ii) Obtain t from (i) and proceed as in Corollary 1.

(iii) As in (i) form (9i1; 7) = (9I © W, 7). Then <5(SHX, /)'s9IÍ£©(93, F)' and we

obtain 9ti = 9t © 81'£ 93 from the theorem.
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